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Jeffrey S Zens 
Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 
Salem 
 
The Salem Keizer school district purports to be a data-driven organization.  However, none of the claims 

presented in the agenda item (8b, mis-labeled in this survey as 6b) are supported by a shred of data.  Rather, 

the background "information" presented in support of the resolution is filled with unsubstantiated claims, 

supposition, and flat-out hogwash.  Further, there is no evidence offered to support the claim that adopting a 

"by-zone" system of electing board members will do anything to change the purported shortfalls of the present 

electoral method.  In a data-driven system, proposing a major change like the one suggested in this resolution 

simply must be supported by much more than the half-page document found in the Agenda. 

 

For example: Paragraph 1 of the Background/Discussion section laments the high cost of running for school 

board.  There is a claim presented that one race cost $50,000 - but this claim is not supported by any 

documentation.  Further, nothing in the proposed resolution would prevent this from occurring in a "by zone" 

electoral scheme.  And simply spending money does not guarantee a candidate's election.  Organization, 

knocking on doors and making a case for the candidate are more effective measures of success than the 

number of yard signs a candidate is able to purchase. 

 

Another example, from Paragraph 2:  a very tenuous claim, again unsupported by any data, says "It is possible  

that  an at-large system discourages people of  color to vote or run for office...."  There is simply no basis in 

fact to support this outlandish claim, and certainly no evidence offered in the background material to back it up. 

 

As a voter and a taxpayer I expect school board members to make informed decisions with a single focus:  

educating students and preparing them to meet the challenges of life.  As a former government employee, I am 

appalled that the school board would even consider advancing a change as substantial as the one proposed 

here based on the COMPLETE lack of data offered in the Agenda.   
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Michael  De Blasi 
Parent / Padre de familia 

Keizer 
 

I support changing how Board members are elected to the by-zone system.  We need better representation on 

the board.  

 

I ran for Keizer's City Council on a platform to make council seats by ward because I see how those with 

money and power are able to control the council.  My research has shown how some parts of Keizer have 

dominated the council while others have no seat.  And as the money and power have moved north and west, 

so have the elected Councilors.   

 

The Salem-Keizer School Board is the same.  Until the elections are changed,  the money and power will make 

decision while BIPOC, poor and unconnected voices are ignored.  

 

I urge you to do what's right even if it means that you might lose a seat on the board.  If we want to encourage 

more diverse candidates, we have have a system that allows a person to believe they can win. 
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Laura Herrmann 

District Staff / Personal del distrito 

Salem 
 

School Board Directors,  

 

I have been submitting comments frequently since June when I began to consider: how can I advocate to end 

systemic racism in our community? The Zoom meeting hosted by the NAACP last week provided a great 

opportunity for public comment on this issue and many participants echoed sentiments that I have had for 

some time.  Please do not claim that you need to hear more from the public before moving forward. Please do 

not claim that we need to see census data. Look to the up-to-date demographic data of our student enrollment 

at each of our S-K high schools and examine their neighborhood attendance areas as needed. Stop delaying.  

 

I am a classroom teacher and mother of elementary-aged S-K students.  My life is very busy, especially as I 

look forward to meeting my 2nd grade students in person this week! And yet I have routinely taken the time to 

address the issue of the at-large elections and the need for the board to do the work to end systemic racism by 

changing the election system to a by-zone system. I've submitted comments about this specific issue to the 

board on June 22, July 6, Aug 11 and 25, Nov 10, Jan 13 and now, March 7. In years' past I have also posted 

opinions to the Statesman Journal regarding this issue.   

 

Do you need some resources to inform this decision? You can start here: 

 

https://www.greatschools.org/gk/articles/school-board-candidates/ 

 

https://www.nonprofitvote.org/bias-large-elections-works/ 

 

 

I understand the district's current board elections practice is to ensure that directors all have the interest of the 

entire district in mind, but I would argue that, by not having a Latinx director on the board in a school district 

with 40% Latinx students, there is a gaping hole in community representation.   

 

Change the elections process now.  Do not wait until the next round of elections. At the Zoom meeting hosted 

by the NAACP, Bill Burgess ensured that, if you can make the decision to change the election process now, 

the elections office can manage the change prior to the May elections. Time is of the essence. Show  our 

community that you can move as one to dismantle systemic racism.  

 

You can do this!  



 

Thank you,  

Laura Herrmann 
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Danielle Hoffman 

Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Salem 
 

Good Evening, Superintendent Perry, Board Members & Board Secretary Struckmeier,  

  

I am writing for two reasons and would like for this to be entered as public comment for the upcoming March 

9th board meeting.  

  

First, I am writing to express my support of Board Member Lippold's proposal to change board elections to a 

zoned voting system. This resolution is a way to introduce more equity into school board representation, and to 

give people of color more chances to earn a spot on the board; leading to a board that better mirrors the 

demographics of the community they serve. Representation matters and our students deserve to be led by a 

board that can truly empathize with their experiences and who they can see themselves in.  

  

Secondly, I am writing to express my deep concern with the difficulty of writing to the board & submitting public 

comments. I am attaching screenshots of the error message I received when trying to email the board through 

the board webpage, which I tried 4 different times, across 3 different devices, hours apart from one another. I 

am also submitting a screenshot of the message I received when trying to submit a public comment via the 

Google form posted on your site, which notes it is closed. Additionally, emailing each of you individually was 

especially cumbersome as there are no easy quick links to email addresses, but rather a format to follow, with 

much opportunity for error and increased difficulty when trying to email from a phone rather than a computer. I 

see these as unnecessary barriers being placed and stopping many from having their voices heard. I hope you 

will take these concerns to heart and that each of these issues will be resolved/updated swiftly and that they 

are monitored regularly so as to not stop members of the public from being willing to submit comments on 

pressing matters.  

  

Sincerely,  

  

Danielle Hoffman  

Zone 1 
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Sarah  Rohrs 

Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Salem 
 

My name is Sarah Rohrs. I am a Salem resident living in Zone 3. I am writing to show my support of Salem 

Keizer School District board member Jesse Lippold’s proposal to change board elections from an at-large to a 

zone system – a proposal that will be on the March 9 agenda. 

 

 Lippold’s proposal would result in more equitable representation on the board by creating more opportunities 

for people from all walks of life to run for office and secure a spot. This matters among students and 

community members who are empowered when they see themselves represented in leadership positions. 

 

 The proposal would also boost accountability, and result in better and stronger local representation on the 

board. It would also lessen the steep and expensive threshold candidates face reaching voters throughout the 

large district. 

 

Electing school board members by zone rather than at-large also supports the district’s broader efforts to foster 

fair, just and equitable opportunities. 

 

I encourage you all to support and vote in favor of this proposal at the March 9 meeting. 

 

 Thank you for your consideration, 
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David Kilada 

Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Salem 
 

I want the public involved in the process to find the best solution for updating our school board election 

process, and I do not want it pushed through during an election. Hold public forums in each zone and bring in 

experts to show us the options. 
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Warren Bednarz 

Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Salem 
 

I am against last minute rule changes during an election. 
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Darcy Rapoza 

Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Salem 
 

While I don't oppose the idea of elections by zones, the change should not happen this close to an upcoming 

election. 
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Edward Davis 

Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Salem 
 

A change like this should not be made this close to the election date.  A change like this should not penalize 

candidates who have already implemented a district-wide strategy.  
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Erik Colville 

Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Salem 
 

I do not oppose the switch to by-zone elections, but do oppose this last minute politically motivated effort to do 

so now without the public’s involvement from the start in finding the most equitable solution. 
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William D. Burt 
Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Aurora 
 

It is absolutely unethical, improper and unjust to change the parameters of an election just before the election 

simply because said change will benefit an incumbent and special interests. This proposal reeks of election 

fraud! 
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Janice R Williamson 

Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Salem 
 

Just for the rule of law, at no time, for any reason, on any topic should changes be made to the manner of 

voting, during the voting process or with-in 180 days of voting.  It’s unfair, unjust, & unconstitutional for the 

public, removes their rights and causes doubt and suspicion about what is going on. 
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Christina M Kilada 

Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Salem 
 

Vote no on implementing zones now.  
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Frank Sproul 
Parent / Padre de familia 

Salem 
 

As an ex school board member (Dist 41) where we once elected members by zones, I oppose your intent to 

change from at large to zone elections in the forthcoming (May) election.  While zones allow a member to 

focus on their particular area of the school district, at large representation forces members to represent all the 

patrons of the district and consider what is good for most students rather than their narrow group.  Arguments 

for providing representation for minority populations contribute to an us vs. them mentality.  Making a 

representation change so close to an election is not an ethical move and should not be considered until after 

the results of the census are complete and zones can be well thought out, if that direction is pursued.  To 

change the rules this close to an election is a bad faith move.  Please vote against this motion. 
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Rev Stephanie Stockton 

ASK ESP 

Salem 
 

Against/Contra" the Resolution No. 202021-3 agenda item. I am against making such important decisions at 

the last minute during elections. 
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Robert Rossi 
Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Salem 
 

The timing of #202021-3 is unfortunate. We have had several years to take this up. Doing this now, just before 

the 2021 election, is unfair to candidates and is more likely to advance one Director's political ambitions than it 

is to solve existing problems. There is no guarantee that zones will ever be redrawn equitably, this measure 

makes it difficult for slates to run by increasing their costs, and it will tend over time to make contests for 

School Boards seats contests between Democrats and Republicans. Ranked-choice voting, equitable districts 

with income levels factored in, full disclosure of campaign contributions (Right To Life, AVID, pro-charter 

school and anti-union groups, pro-SRO groups come easily to mind), an end to school staff being barred from 

serving on the Board, and open and facilitated public comment on any issue by any fair means at any time 

need to accompany any changes made in voting processes. Until those align, the process and the changes are 

suspect.        
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Steve salisbury 

Parent / Padre de familia 

Salem 
 

You cannot change rules in the midst of an election.  
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Kathleen Frances Johnson 

Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Salem 
 

Please do not vote to make any changes at this time since it is so close to the next election.  It is not fair to 

those who plan on running for school board positions, since it would mean a last minute change to their 

strategy of talking to those constituents who will elect them.  If you feel you have to vote yes, please have the 

bill take effect soon after this coming election 
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Toni Skelton 

Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Salem 
 

To the Salem-Keizer School Board: 

 

I am writing to urge you to vote in favor of adopting Resolution No. 202021-3 Converting Election of School 

Board Members to a by-Zone System. 

 

Representation by zone is intended to allow the school board to hear the unique voices and input from each 

region of our vastly diverse school district. Residents of a zone are the best qualified to determine who can 

most effectively address the needs of the schools and students in their neighborhoods. For instance, families in 

East Salem face widely differing circumstances than those in, say, West Salem (and vice versa), which may 

not be fully understood across the school district. Yet, district-wide elections can override the wishes of the 

voters in the zone, depriving them of the candidate they feel best serves them. This is exactly why the 

congressional representatives for Oregon are elected by district. Imagine the understandable outcry if voters 

west of the Cascades were allowed to participate in selecting the congressperson for eastern Oregon’s District 

2!  

 

Additionally, with the current system, candidates for school board must campaign across the district, rather 

than in their zone only. As you know, running for office isn’t free (or even cheap!), and the most recent school 

board campaigns were significantly more expensive than in previous elections, as a direct result of the process 

in place. The prohibitive cost of running a campaign to serve Salem-Keizer’s students prevents many highly 

qualified and dedicated middle-to-lower-income residents from stepping up. Yet, we need to hear the broad 

range of diverse input in order to make the best, most inclusive decisions for all of the students in 24J. 

 

A community that feels listened to and respected is much more likely to support a school board. By voting in 

favor of this resolution, you can bring more voices to the table, to build the kind of coalition necessary to 

navigate the many challenges ahead. Please vote yes, for ALL of our children. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

Toni Skelton 
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Paul Krissel 
Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Salem 
 

My name is Paul Krissel. I am a community member in the Salem Keizer School District and I would like to see 

a stop to voting suppression in the history of Salem Keizer School Board elections.  

 

I urge you to use your power to change school board elections to by zone. The at large system is an outdated 

voting system embedded in white supremacy and suppression of voting rights of Black, Indigenous 

communities and other communities of color.  

 

I also support an equitable community process that involves social justice organizations and communities 

directly impacted by voting suppression.  

 

Decades of voting suppression have led to the election of our most current board members which do not reflect 

the values of the communities that they serve. The Salem Keizer School District is the second largest district in 

Oregon, representing 42,000 students, with over 52 percent being students of color. Despite this data, the 

communities most impacted by education disparities have little to no power to elect the representatives of their 

choice because of how school board elections work. This has led to the complete lack of representation of 

students of color,  and students who come from low income families on the school board. It has led to the 

election of school board members who have direct ties to white nationalist groups, such as the “III percenters,” 

board members who do things such as Black-face, and board members who fail to address systemic issues 

around racism.  

 

It is time to change electoral processes in the future of Salem and Keizer School Board elections. I wish that 

you use your power to implement equitable change, and support voting systems that work for the benefit of our 

communities.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

Paul Krissel 
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Harold Wood 

Parent / Padre de familia 

Salem 
 

I am strongly against changing the election process and believe much of the statements to be unfounded. 

Point one how will costs be reduced?  A ballot still has to be mailed to every resident. 

Breaking the mailings down by zone doesn't change this cost! I have yet to see a ballot which contained more 

than one page,  so a claim of reduced printed costs also cannot be used as a basis for changing the election 

process. 

Second I believe each citizen regardless of zone has the right to decide who they believe will protect their 

children's education. Taking away my opportunity to vote for each member of the board takes this right away 

from all members of society!  Voting for a school board member is, in my opinion, more important than voting 

for governor and more sacred as our children are our future. Thankfully the right to run for a school board 

position and vote for one is still open to everyone, Please vote no on resolution #202021-3. 

Thank you for your service.  
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Linda Stevenson 

Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Salem 
 

Rules should not be changed during an election!! This topic requires more widespread dissemination of 

information to the public, thorough research on the best way to reform the voting process and time for public 

discussion and feedback.  
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Peggy  Blanchard 

Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Salem 
 

I strongly oppose politicians changing the rules at the last minute during an election - 
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Guenndolyn Purnell 
Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Salem 
 

It is not right two months before an election to propose making changes to the area boundaries in which the 

School Board candidates are running.  Public discussions with the residents of the Salem-Keizer School 

District about this issue should be held following the current election cycle. 
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Caitlin Fewx 

Parent / Padre de familia 

Salem 
 

I support a police free school, and I believe the funds that would be used on a school resource officer would be 

much better spent on education and resources that would directly positively effect our most at risk students 

and families, such as on mental health, and basic needs (food, housing, utilities, personal resources).  

I am eager to vote out current problematic board members that support hurtful agendas to especially our Black, 

brown and indigenous students and families. Salem-Keizer needs to focus on becoming anti-racist and student 

wellbeing centered. 

Signed, 

Caitlin Fewx 
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Isaiah Swan 

District Staff / Personal del distrito 

Keizer 
 

If the use of SROs continues in the Salem-Keizer School District, it continues because of your systematic 

decentering and silencing of the voices of those whose suffering SROs serve to perpetuate. It is embarrassing 

that this remains a topic of discussion. It is embarrassing that any staff member involved in this discussion 

feels that the process they've taken to engage in it is in any dimension laudable or worthy of celebration. It is 

embarrassing that any staff member involved in this discussion considers their role in so thoroughly 

mishandling it that it's become a hashtag a point of pride and an advertisement for their qualification to receive 

national recognition. This is just so thoroughly and utterly embarrassing. Just, stop. Admit how thoroughly you 

screwed this one up. Discontinue SROs. Learn from your students. And let this community help you do better. 

Until the day we become people worthy of their respect, 

 

Isaiah Swan, IA, Lamb Elementary 
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Shelaswau Crier 
Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Salem 
 

I am writing regarding Reimagining School Discipline, Safety & Well-being Summit and the topic of School 

Resource Officers. As a former teacher and education law professor and scholar and as a current education 

equity specialist, I am familiar with the problems that can come with having police officers in schools, 

particularly the trauma some students feel by their presence and the impact the presence SROs have on 

exacerbating the school to prison pipeline. As a Black Salem Keizer community member and parent to five 

Black children who all attended Salem Keizer Public Schools, I urge the Salem Keizer School Board to divest 

from the school resource officer (SRO) program and invest those dollars in student supports. Thank you. 
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Cynthia Gaty 

Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Salem 
 

I am in favor of election of school board members to be a by-zone system. This will allow for more diversity of 

school board members who can represent the needs and concerns of a greater number of students and 

parents.  
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Andrea Heywood 

Parent / Padre de familia 

Salem 
 

I am in full support of the removal of all SROs from Salem Keizer. The data is clear that this is a form of 

systemic sadism based on race and financial equity. Don't start the pipeline yo jail for kids with this system. 

Invest in better mental health services and outreach. Do better than you are. 
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 Patrice and Michael Pollard 

Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Salem 
 

Dear Superintendent Perry and School Board Members, 

 

We strongly urge you to adopt Resolution NO. 202021-3 Converting Election of School Board Members to a 

Zone by Zone System. This method of voting will create a more inclusive democracy. Every parent and student 

deserve to have someone who will represent them and can be held  accountable.  

 

This proposal will finally introduce more equity into the school board and it is the only fair and just decision to 

make. Please vote for a zone by zone system of voting. 

 

Thank you,  

Patrice and Michael Pollard 
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Sarah Evans 

Parent / Padre de familia 

Salem 
 

I am writing to ask you to please vote yes for the proposal to change the board elections to a by-zone system, 

with an amendment declaring that this proposal would take effect immediately. This proposal will lead to more 

equitable and fair representation for all in several ways. 1) It will help make the cost of running for a seat on the 

board more affordable, thus opening up the opportunity to more people. In the last school board election, as 

much as $50,000 was spent for one candidate to attempt to serve in a non-partisan, unpaid school board 

director position. The higher amount related directly to the need to recruit votes from all across Salem and 

Keizer. Limiting the votes to only those living in each zone would make it so that not as much money was 

needed to run for a position, and would take away the financial barrier for some people who are interested in 

running. 2) A by-zone system would help increase accountability for the directors. Member Paul Kyllo admitted 

that when he first ran for school board, he didn't put up a single flyer in the zone he was attempting to 

represent, instead focusing on areas of town that have higher voter turnout. This is not uncommon. If members 

are supposed to represent a particular zone, they should actually care about getting votes from the people in 

that zone. And later, when they serve on the board, they should be listening to people from that zone and be 

held accountable by them. Currently, there's nothing to make directors feel like they need to actually represent 

the views of people in their zone. 3) Moving to by-zone voting could help increase diversity on the board. When 

people of color consider running for school board, it can be discouraging to know that they have to gather 

votes from the entire Salem-Keizer area, rather than focusing on the people who live within their own local 

community/zone. By-zone voting could encourage more diverse candidates to run for the position, better 

reflecting the diversity of the schools in their zone. This is important because only people of color truly know 

the issues faced by students and families of color in the district, and their voices on the school board can 

provide invaluable perspectives on how best to serve these students. Finally, I'd like to say that the recent 

census should not prevent you from voting on this issue. Whether the zones end up changing due to the 

census is irrelevant to the issue of how we vote for the people who represent those zones. Changing the voting 

to by-zone does not prevent anything from happening later when the zones are re-examined or potentially 

changed due to new census data. Thanks for reading, and please vote in favor of this important resolution. 
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Richard Marshall  
Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Keizer 
 

1.  Approve charter schools in order to provide school choice to the community.   

 

2.   Do not change election procedures or the scope of the public vote during an election season without full 

and open public involvement in the process.  Our SK School Board are public servants, not aristocracy.  Honor 

the public in all of your procedures, not the agenda of any party, donor, or private business.   
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Gregory Gregg 

Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Salem 
 

Charter schools are private for-profit businesses.  Public schools are not-for-profit services paid for by the 

community.  We want our taxes to go for educating our children, not to contracts that support profit on private 

investments.  Charter schools should not receive public funds.  Public funds should support improving public 

schools. 
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Christine Ertl 
Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Salem 
 

 I encourage every school board member to vote in support of the Resolution to convert election of school 

board members to a by-Zone system.  This is the same model we have in place for our city council and our 

state legislators.  This resolution will allow for better voter education and turn-out for school board elections, 

which will decrease inequalities in low turn-out zones.  Thank you for your consideration.  
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Burton Eikleberry 

Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Salem 
 

Thanks to Natalie Pate for the very informative article in the March 7th issue about the lack of diversity in the 

Salem-Kaiser school board.  As a retired teacher and the father of a daughter who is currently a teacher in 

Salem, I strongly believe that members should be elected by the people in their own community.  This might 

make the distribution of things like portable classrooms and funds for improvements more equitable.  That 

someone who lives in Kaiser making decisions for south Salem seems unfair.  Here’s hoping changes are 

made. 

Burt Eikleberry 
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Claire Barnes 

Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Salem 
 

Electing school board members by zone gives more fair and equal representation. Please vote yes! 
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Lorene Fontaine 

Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Salem 
 

The Salem-Keizer community deserves fair school board elections. At-large elections favor wealth and power 

rather than dedication and representation. Zone elections allow candidates to connect with their own 

neighborhoods and bring their specific strengths and challenges to the table to better serve the diverse needs 

of all our students. Serving everyone makes a stronger and more resilient community. 
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Nathan Carter 
Parent / Padre de familia 

Salem 
 

I support electing directors by zone because I believe the current "at-large" system does not provide directors 

with any incentive to understand or represent the views of the people who actually live in their zones. 
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Mark J FARMER 

Student / Estudiante 

Salem 
 

As far as state and federal statutes and constitutional laws. Oregon public schools are in violation of all of 

them. The schools are not legally allowed to operate "AS" a business. Nor are they legally allowed to 

indoctrinate children under any political pretense. The public schools duty is to teach. Reading, writing, math, 

science, true history.  Bi-partisan Non biased non prejudice or discriminatory. History happened, all were 

inclusive in it. basic health class, home economics, basic trade skills,(shop class) sports, PE. and to prepare 

them for the workforce that they will be entering after graduation. Not to change a child's identity. Psychology 

mind rapethem and their gender. Or give a political opinion to, until they are 18 years of age. And Understand 

what and who they are voting for. With full transparency according to federal law. I went to Salem school's as a 

kid. You've got em so screwed up. That they are all gonna end up in that endless growing homeless marxist 

meth and heroin camp laying around  

downtown. And never intending to clean it up and fix it. You're all fired. 
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William Purnell 
Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Salem 
 

The change at this time is not appropriate. 
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Lindsey Radke 

Parent / Padre de familia 

Salem 
 

Hearing that we could have a chance to adopt this resolution makes me so excited! I believe this is an 

important and necessary step towards equity for the school district. Let us even the playing field for 

campaigning and ensure that all voices are heard from each zone and their unique needs. This new system 

would make a positive impact towards the children in our schools. 
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Evan White 

Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Salem 
 

I support the proposed change because I think that it will promote more parent/community interaction with the 

School Board.  Three of my children have been through the SK School system.  The proposed change would 

be similar to the way folks vote for Salem City Council.  It will considerably lessen the barriers to standing for 

election to the School Board.  It will improve representation and be much fairer for the community.  Thank you 

for your service. 
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Jason Cox 

Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Salem 
 

Converting elections to by-zone will give neighborhoods a stronger voice. It will enhance Board member 

incentive to be responsive to neighborhood school needs and community concerns. It will reduce campaign 

costs for prospective School Board members - thereby making the prospect of public service more accessible 

to more people. Thank you. 
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Laura G Sauter 
Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Salem 
 

I urge the Salem Keizer school board to vote “yes”on the proposal to change board elections to a by-zone 

system in order to ensure a more equitable and democratic representation. 
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William Johnson 

Parent / Padre de familia 

Keizer 
 

I believe that the proposed change to how board members are elected has vast consequences that need more 

consideration and deliberation than is possible this close to an election. Not only that but the logistics of 

enacting such a massive change properly with such little time before an election is, in my opinion, impossible. 

This is not to say that the idea is bad in and of itself, but that such a change needs to be more thought out and 

well vetted, not rammed through at the last minute, under the radar. Time and time again we see what 

happens when poorly written and poorly thought out policy is pushed through the system too fast. Generally it's 

an over reaction to something and/or has to be partially or fully walked back later. I would just ask that this 

topic be tabled for now and brought up at a later date for more discussion. 
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Sara B Duncan 

Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Salem 
 

I would like to speak in favor of Resolution No. 202021-3. We vote on our City Council Members this way and it 

makes sense that we would do the same for our school board members. As a young person who recently 

returned to Salem after college I honestly thought this was the way our school board voting was until quite 

recently. I have found other community members were also under this impression.  

 

It should not be allowed that a candidate could garner support from all of Salem EXCEPT their own zone and 

still win their election. We have representatives by zone for the purpose of them representing the population of 

that area. This is only preserved if their voters are also from the same geographical region.  

 

For these reasons and more I strongly urge a yes vote to adopt Resolution No. 202021-3 "Converting Election 

of School Board Members to a by-Zone System" Thank You. 
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Dane Solis 

Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Salem 
 

I feel this change is being done without any community input.  I am not sure what I will be in favor of or not but 

without knowing why the current policy is in place today, it seems rushed so I wonder who is going to benefit?  

Thank you. 

 

Danny S. 
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Robert Hoffman 

Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Salem 
 

I am writing to express my support of Board Member Lippold's proposal to change board elections to a zoned 

voting system. This resolution is a way to introduce more equity into school board representation, and to give 

people of color more chances to earn a spot on the board; leading to a board that better mirrors the 

demographics of the community they serve. Representation matters and our students deserve to be led by a 

board that can truly empathize with their experiences and who they can see themselves in.  
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Sandra Hernandez 

Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Salem 
 

I urge you to use your power to change school board elections to by zone. The at large system is an outdated 

voting system embedded in white supremacy and suppression of voting rights of Black, Indigenous 

communities and other communities of color.  

 

I also support an equitable community process that involves social justice organizations and communities 

directly impacted by voting suppression.  

 

Decades of voting suppression have led to the election of our most current board members which do not reflect 

the values of the communities that they serve. The Salem Keizer School District is the second largest district in 

Oregon, representing 42,000 students, with over 52 percent being students of color. Despite this data, the 

communities most impacted by education disparities have little to no power to elect the representatives of their 

choice because of how school board elections work. This has led to the complete lack of representation of 

students of color,  and students who come from low income families on the school board. It has led to the 

election of school board members who have direct ties to white nationalist groups, such as the “III percenters,” 

board members who do things such as Black-face, and board members who fail to address systemic issues 

around racism.  

 

It is time to change electoral processes in the future of Salem and Keizer School Board elections. I wish that 

you use your power to implement equitable change, and support voting systems that work for the benefit of our 

communities.  

______________ 

Lastly, I support police free schools  

 

And the reopening of schools UNTIL ALL COMMUNITY MEMBERS HAVE BEEN VACCINATED.  
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Luis A. 
Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Salem 
 

My name is Luis I am a community member in Salem Keizer School District and I would like to see a stop to 

voting suppression in the history of Salem Keizer School Board elections.  

 

I urge you to use your power to change school board elections to by zone. The at large system is an outdated 

voting system embedded in white supremacy and suppression of voting rights of Black, Indigenous 

communities and other communities of color.  

 

I also support an equitable community process that involves social justice organizations and communities 

directly impacted by voting suppression.  

 

Decades of voting suppression have led to the election of our most current board members which do not reflect 

the values of the communities that they serve. The Salem Keizer School District is the second largest district in 

Oregon, representing 42,000 students, with over 52 percent being students of color. Despite this data, the 

communities most impacted by education disparities have little to no power to elect the representatives of their 

choice because of how school board elections work. This has led to the complete lack of representation of 

students of color,  and students who come from low income families on the school board. It has led to the 

election of school board members who have direct ties to white nationalist groups, such as the “III percenters,” 

board members who do things such as Black-face, and board members who fail to address systemic issues 

around racism.  

 

It is time to change electoral processes in the future of Salem and Keizer School Board elections. I wish that 

you use your power to implement equitable change, and support voting systems that work for the benefit of our 

communities 
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Susan E Tanabe 

Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Salem 
 

5b, rethinking safety and discipline, hiring more counselors and fewer officers. 6b, Salem and Keizer citizens 

need to know their representative is elected by those who know the candidate and are affected by their 

election;  Zoned elections are ideal. 
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Alondra sanchez  
Student / Estudiante 

Salem 
 

My name is Alondra I am a student in Salem Keizer School District and I would like to see a stop to voting 

suppression in the history of Salem Keizer School Board elections.  

 

I urge you to use your power to change school board elections to by zone. The at large system is an outdated 

voting system embedded in white supremacy and suppression of voting rights of Black, Indigenous 

communities and other communities of color.  

 

I also support an equitable community process that involves social justice organizations and communities 

directly impacted by voting suppression.  

 

Decades of voting suppression have led to the election of our most current board members which do not reflect 

the values of the communities that they serve. The Salem Keizer School District is the second largest district in 

Oregon, representing 42,000 students, with over 52 percent being students of color. Despite this data, the 

communities most impacted by education disparities have little to no power to elect the representatives of their 

choice because of how school board elections work. This has led to the complete lack of representation of 

students of color,  and students who come from low income families on the school board. It has led to the 

election of school board members who have direct ties to white nationalist groups, such as the “III percenters,” 

board members who do things such as Black-face, and board members who fail to address systemic issues 

around racism.  

 

It is time to change electoral processes in the future of Salem and Keizer School Board elections. I wish that 

you use your power to implement equitable change, and support voting systems that work for the benefit of our 

communities 
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Angelique Prater 
Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Salem 
 

My name is Angelique Prater. I am a community in Salem Keizer School District and I would like to see a stop 

to voting suppression in the history of Salem Keizer School Board elections.  

 

I urge you to use your power to change school board elections to by zone. The at large system is an outdated 

voting system embedded in white supremacy and suppression of voting rights of Black, Indigenous 

communities and other communities of color.  

 

I also support an equitable community process that involves social justice organizations and communities 

directly impacted by voting suppression.  

 

Decades of voting suppression have led to the election of our most current board members which do not reflect 

the values of the communities that they serve. The Salem Keizer School District is the second largest district in 

Oregon, representing 42,000 students, with over 52 percent being students of color. Despite this data, the 

communities most impacted by education disparities have little to no power to elect the representatives of their 

choice because of how school board elections work. This has led to the complete lack of representation of 

students of color,  and students who come from low income families on the school board. It has led to the 

election of school board members who have direct ties to white nationalist groups, such as the “III percenters,” 

board members who do things such as Black-face, and board members who fail to address systemic issues 

around racism.  

 

It is time to change electoral processes in the future of Salem and Keizer School Board elections. I wish that 

you use your power to implement equitable change, and support voting systems that work for the benefit of our 

communities. 
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Ricaddo 

Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Salem 
 

My name is Ricardo I am a community leader in Salem Keizer School District and I would like to see a stop to 

voting suppression in the history of Salem Keizer School Board elections.  

 

I urge you to use your power to change school board elections to by zone. The at large system is an outdated 

voting system embedded in white supremacy and suppression of voting rights of Black, Indigenous 

communities and other communities of color.  

 

I also support an equitable community process that involves social justice organizations and communities 

directly impacted by voting suppression.  

 

Decades of voting suppression have led to the election of our most current board members which do not reflect 

the values of the communities that they serve. The Salem Keizer School District is the second largest district in 

Oregon, representing 42,000 students, with over 52 percent being students of color. Despite this data, the 

communities most impacted by education disparities have little to no power to elect the representatives of their 

choice because of how school board elections work. This has led to the complete lack of representation of 

students of color,  and students who come from low income families on the school board. It has led to the 

election of school board members who have direct ties to white nationalist groups, such as the “III percenters,” 

board members who do things such as Black-face, and board members who fail to address systemic issues 

around racism.  

 

It is time to change electoral processes in the future of Salem and Keizer School Board elections. I wish that 

you use your power to implement equitable change, and support voting systems that work for the benefit of our 

communities 
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Alicia Itzaina 

Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Keizer 
 

I am voicing my support today in favor of implementing zoning in our school district for a more equitable 

representation in our community. As some of you know, though I do not have children of my own, I try to be 

involved in the community, especially when it comes to helping our kids. As someone who grew up in Salem 

and attended Auburn Elementary, Houck Middle School, and North Salem High School, I truly believe this is 

the way for us to move forward and to provide better representation and access to our students and their 

families. If the board truly cares about the Salem-Keizer School District and the children in it, then you will all 

agree that this makes sense and should be passed. If you do not vote for this initiative, then it is quite clear that 

the board is only seeking to serve their own interests and not those of the students or families in the Salem-

Keizer School District. I know some of you, and I know you have a heart for children. Please, I urge you, to be 

objective and to remove any personal or political factors that would prevent you from giving the people what 

they are asking for. Please show me that I know that you do believe and do what is true, good, and right. 
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Roberto Garces Mendez 

Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Salem 
 

My name is Roberto, and I am a community member in Salem Keizer School District and I would like to see a 

stop to voting suppression in the history of Salem Keizer School Board elections.  

 

I urge you to use your power to change school board elections to by zone. The at large system is an outdated 

voting system embedded in white supremacy and suppression of voting rights of Black, Indigenous 

communities and other communities of color.  

 

I also support an equitable community process that involves social justice organizations and communities 

directly impacted by voting suppression.  

 

Decades of voting suppression have led to the election of our most current board members which do not reflect 

the values of the communities that they serve. The Salem Keizer School District is the second largest district in 

Oregon, representing 42,000 students, with over 52 percent being students of color. Despite this data, the 

communities most impacted by education disparities have little to no power to elect the representatives of their 

choice because of how school board elections work. This has led to the complete lack of representation of 

students of color,  and students who come from low income families on the school board. It has led to the 

election of school board members who have direct ties to white nationalist groups, such as the “III percenters,” 

board members who do things such as Black-face, and board members who fail to address systemic issues 

around racism.  

 

It is time to change electoral processes in the future of Salem and Keizer School Board elections. I wish that 

you use your power to implement equitable change, and support voting systems that work for the benefit of our 

communities. I also support police-free schools wholeheartedly. 
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cindy rico 

Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Salem 
 

My name is Cindy I am a community member in Salem Keizer School District and I would like to see a stop to 

voting suppression in the history of Salem Keizer School Board elections.  

 

I urge you to use your power to change school board elections to by zone. The at large system is an outdated 

voting system embedded in white supremacy and suppression of voting rights of Black, Indigenous 

communities and other communities of color.  

 

I also support an equitable community process that involves social justice organizations and communities 

directly impacted by voting suppression.  

 

Decades of voting suppression have led to the election of our most current board members which do not reflect 

the values of the communities that they serve. The Salem Keizer School District is the second largest district in 

Oregon, representing 42,000 students, with over 52 percent being students of color. Despite this data, the 

communities most impacted by education disparities have little to no power to elect the representatives of their 

choice because of how school board elections work. This has led to the complete lack of representation of 

students of color,  and students who come from low income families on the school board. It has led to the 

election of school board members who have direct ties to white nationalist groups, such as the “III percenters,” 

board members who do things such as Black-face, and board members who fail to address systemic issues 

around racism.  

 

It is time to change electoral processes in the future of Salem and Keizer School Board elections. I wish that 

you use your power to implement equitable change, and support voting systems that work for the benefit of our 

communities 

 

I also support the removal of SROS and the indefinite cancellation of their contracts! The community has been 

advocating for months and months on the contract cancellation and it is time to finally hear us. Too many lives 

have been lost to the school to prison and deportation pipeline and this district is the cause of it. It is time to 

take the first step to abolish that pipeline. It is time to heal. 
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Todd Tallan 

Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Salem 
 

Regarding Resolution No. 202021-3 "Converting Election of School Board Members to a by-Zone System":   

 

Although I am in theory for such a proposal, it should NOT be carried out during an election season.  Therefore 

I am against this proposal being adopted at this time.  If enacted, it becomes self-serving for the incumbent 

candidate, thus defeating the stated purpose.   

 

Secondly, a By-Zone system is in concept valid, but it introduces the possibility of gerrymandering, which is not 

addressed by this resolution.  Zones should not be established by ANY criteria except for those who live in a 

geographic area, perhaps at the elementary school boundary level.  To do otherwise introduces Divisiveness 

instead of Diversity into our community.   

 

If these items are addressed, I would be in support of such a future resolution for By-Zone school board 

elections, but not at this time. 
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Cynthia Ramirez 

Parent / Padre de familia 

Salem 
 

I am strongly opposed to politicians changing the rules at the last minute during an election.  
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Patricia S. Saunders 

Community Member / Miembro de la comunidad 

Salem 
 

I am not against voting by zone, but against the timing of this proposal. As a business owner, there are rules, 

regulations and laws I must abide by.  Many include timelines, due dates, and notification to appropriate people 

regarding actions taken.  I would expect that any governing body would not change the rules in mid-stream 

prior to an election.  I oppose passing Resolution No 202021-3.  Thank you. 
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Amanda Clark 

Parent / Padre de familia 

Salem 
 

My name is Amanda Clark. I am a parent in the Salem Keizer School District, and I am writing to you to 

address several agenda items... For Safe Schools, CDH needs to remain as an option to families with 

vulnerable family members. 

 

I support LUS’ and community demands for police free schools. I support the divestment of funds that place 

school Resource Officers in Salem Keizer Public Schools. I support the reinvestment of SRO funds into the 

education and well-being of students most impacted by the school to prison pipeline. 

 

Additionally I support a by-zone system of voting for school board members. It is more cost effective and will 

more accurately represent the will of the community within each zone. 

 

I urge you to make the right decision for students of color and students with disabilities in the Salem Keizer 

School District. Ending systemic policing in Salem Keizer School Distirct is part of the anti-racist work you 

promised the community you would do. 
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Casey Kopcho 

Parent / Padre de familia 

Salem 
 

Chair Chandragiri and directors of the board. At-Large voting has been called the oldest trick in the book to 

suppress voter turnout and deny representation. Supreme Court Justice Ginsberg cited this method, along 

racial gerrymandering, as a preeminent second-generation way to deny equal opportunity for minority voters 

and candidates. 

 

Congress has banned At-Large voting for all federal elections. It’s been discarded by most states. No voting 

method has been subject to more litigation for its discriminatory impact on local elections. Yet, while the covers 

are off the discriminatory impact and intent of At-Large voting, it persists in hundreds of local jurisdictions. 

 

It's time our school district did away with this method and deployed district and zone-based voting to provide 

for more equal representation and opportunity. 



Salem Keizer Coalition for Equality 
Our mission is to partner and advocate with Latino families, schools and the community 

 to ensure equitable educational outcomes 

 

3850 Portland Rd. NE, Ste. 260, Salem OR  97301   503-363-8130   www.skcequality.org 

 

 
To the members of the Salem Keizer School District School Board: 
 
The Salem Keizer Coalition for Equality’s Parent Leadership Group is requesting that you vote in favor 
of Resolution 202021-3 to change the school board election process from the current system that has 
everyone in the whole district, from South to North to East to West, voting for candidates that do not 
live in their zones. The candidates have to live in one of the seven zones to run for school board so the 
people in that zone should be able to elect their own candidate.  
 

All the members of our Parent Leadership Group have are in full agreement of this change.  
 

The Oregon Voting Rights Act, passed by the Oregon Legislature in 2019, was written specifically to 
address the lack of representation that occurs in many districts across Oregon. Many districts have 
changed their rules and are now adopting the better method to increase representation by voting by 
Zone.  
 

This change is needed. We saw what has happened several times with our Latino Community local 
school board candidates in the past five years.   
 

Latino candidates that represent our Zones are not wealthy and cannot compete with their opponents 
in other parts of the city. Outreaching across two cities and two counties is extremely expensive and 
time consuming. This is one example of unfairness, injustice, and inequity. 
 

Our Latino students represent 42% of the 42,000-student body of the district and the system that this 
school board chose many years ago results in systemic racism and discriminatory outcomes.  
 

The Parent Leaders, staff members and families served by SKCE, need a school board that they can 
trust and see themselves represented. As our current board, you have said that you want to listen to 
the whole community. You can show the entire community that you understand the need for 
representation in this day and age of 2021, and change this election system that excludes 
representation of half of the population of the student body. 
 

Show us that you are not in favor of racist outcomes to the next election and vote to approve this 
resolution. 
 

Thank you, 
 
Maricela Lagos Garcia 
Parent Organizing Project Program Coordinator 
Parent Leadership Group Members: Josue Perez, Angelica Lagos, Julio Bernal, Alejandra Rodriguez, 
Jaquelina Chavez, Connie Chavez, Damariz Dustin, Mariano Orta, Maria Orta, Alma Campos, Estella 
Jaramillo, Julia Mojica, Guadalupe Villegas, Andres Domingo, Evangelina Garcia, Gustavo Diaz, Diana 
Castillo  
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